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ABSTRACT

The remarkable structural polymorphism of
quadruplex-forming sequences has been a consid-
erable impediment in the elucidation of quadruplex
folds. Sequence modifications have commonly been
used to perturb and purportedly select a particular
form out of the ensemble of folds for nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR) or X-ray crystallo-
graphic analysis. Here we report a simple chroma-
tographic technique that separates the individual
folds without need for sequence modification. The
sequence d(GGTGGTGGTGGTTGTGGTGGTGGTGG)
forms a compact quadruplex according to a var-
iety of common biophysical techniques. However,
NMR and chromatography showed that this oligo-
nucleotide produces at least eight monomeric
quadruplex species that interconvert very slowly
at room temperature. We have used a combination
of spectroscopic, hydrodynamic and thermodynam-
ic techniques to evaluate the physicochemical prop-
erties of the mixture and the individual species.
These species have almost identical thermodynam-
ic, hydrodynamic and electrophoretic properties,
but significantly different NMR and circular
dichroism (CD) spectra, as well as kinetic stability.
These results demonstrate that simple standard
low-resolution techniques cannot always be used
for quadruplex fold determination or quality control
purposes, and that simple thermodynamic analysis
does not directly provide interpretable thermo-
dynamic parameters.

INTRODUCTION

In the presence of appropriate cations, nucleic acid se-
quences of the general kind (GGGN)n spontaneously
fold into stable three-dimensional structures. These are
characterized by the stacking of two or more successive
planes of four guanine residues arranged in a square
planar array via Hoogsteen hydrogen bonding
(a G-quartet). The structures are stabilized by monovalent
ions such as K+ or Na+ by coordination to the carbonyl
O6 atoms (1). Such sequences are found naturally in the
telomeres of chromatin in all species so far examined
(2–6), as well as in internal sites of DNA, especially
in promoter regions (7–9). The prevalence of these latter
sequences is very high (7). In general the stability of
quadruplex structures is greater in the presence of potas-
sium rather than in sodium solutions (10,11), and it has
been suggested that G-rich sequences may occur in vivo
under appropriate circumstances, either as regulatory
elements (2,12,13), or for as yet unknown reasons.
In addition to the possible biological functional roles of

G-quadruplexes (2,12,14), such G-rich sequences have
bio/nanotechnological uses, particularly in the area of
aptamers (15). There are several G-quadruplex aptamers
that have therapeutic uses, and are presently undergoing
phase I and phase II clinical trials (16,17). A notable
example is AS1411, which is now in phase II clinical
trials. Quadruplexes have also been shown to have anti-
viral activity and have been demonstrated to be effective
against HIV-1 in vitro (18,19). Because of their ability to
recognize both nucleic acids and proteins with a high
degree of specificity combined with their stability and
nuclease resistance, quadruplexes are rapidly becoming
attractive agents for development of novel therapeutics
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and preclinical studies are underway for several other
quadruplex-based therapeutics (20–22).
It has been shown that G-quadruplex-forming se-

quences are remarkably polymorphic. A single sequence
may fold into several structures depending on the
counterion residing in its core, the details of the folding
conditions, and the environment. For example, the human
telomeric sequence 50dN(GGGTTA)3GGGN has been
shown to fold into at least four distinguishable structures
depending on whether the counterion is Na+ (23), K+

(24–26) or in the crystal state (27). Moreover, in K+-con-
taining solution, this sequence simultaneously folds into at
least two different quadruplex topologies.
Of the 26 possible looping topologies and 8 possible

tetrad arrangements available based on the glycosyl
bond angles orientations, there are over 200 possible uni-
molecular conformations for the simplest quadruplex (28).
The formation of multistranded structures further in-
creases the possible conformational space. Furthermore,
the conformational polymorphism observed under
solution conditions does not adequately reflect the condi-
tions in vivo, including crowding, specific protein binding
and the fact that such sequences are closed at one (telo-
meres) or both ends (internal DNA sites such as promoter
regions) (29,30).
Polymorphism seems to be a common feature of G-rich

sequences (1,30). Whether this occurs in biological systems
or only in vitro, it is important to understand the rules that
determine the populations of the various structures under
given conditions, especially for biotechnology applica-
tions. Many quadruplex systems cannot be described
structurally due to high complexity resulting from the sim-
ultaneous presence of multiple species. Ideally one would
simply separate the various species present in solution in
order to analyze them individually. Unfortunately, for
G-quadruplexes it is difficult to apply standard separation
techniques because, as we show here, different folds of the
same sequence often have nearly identical physical
properties. As a result, instead of separation, researchers
have ‘isolated’ single structural configurations by modify-
ing the sequence of interest (24–27,31,32), which may ar-
tificially force the strand into a distinct conformation not
available to the wild-type sequence. This may contribute
to the inconsistencies in the reported structural and bio-
physical data for differently modified systems derived
from a single sequence.
The anticancer aptamer AS1411 that has been exten-

sively studied for its biological properties (16,33–35) has
the sequence d(GGTGGTGGTGGTTGTGGTGGTGG
TGG), which comprises (GGT)4 and (TGG)4 repeats
separated by a TTGT linker. There are several theoretic-
ally possible monomeric, dimeric or tetrameric
G-quadruplex topologies for this sequence as shown in
Figure 1. This 26-nucleotide DNA sequence forms a
mixture of several species when annealed slowly in K+

buffer. In practice, it folds into at least eight different
monomeric quadruplex structures under the same experi-
mental conditions. Furthermore, a different species is
produced by rapid cooling, indicating significant differ-
ences between kinetic and thermodynamic stability. We
will show that many of these species can be resolved by

chromatography. We have characterized individual con-
formers by several biophysical techniques, and compared
them both with one another and with the unresolved
mixture. We have demonstrated that each conformation
has very similar hydrodynamic and electrophoretic prop-
erties, and similar thermodynamic stability, yet can be
resolved by chromatography into species that have very
distinct nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR). With one ex-
ception, the circular dichroism (CD) spectra could not dis-
criminate among the different species. In the absence of
sufficient resolution or incomplete theory for most
commonly used biophysical techniques (36), and because
the G-rich oligonucleotides commonly adopt multiple con-
formations, analysis of the quadruplex system should begin
from rigorous characterization by high information
content, high resolution techniques such as NMR, before
detailed analyses of other biophysical properties are
initiated, as we have previously suggested (30).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials

The oligodeoxynucleotide AS1411-30-A, d(GGTGGTGG
TGGTTGTGGTGGTGGTGGA), was purchased from
Integrated DNA Technologies (Coralville, Iowa) and de-
livered as a desalted dry pellet. The oligomer was shown to
be a single chemical species by electrospray mass
spectrometry, high performance liquid chromatography
(HPLC) and electrophoresis. This oligomer had enhanced
ease of purification of fraction 2 that was used for the
1H{13C} HSQC experiments. 13C/15N guanine phos-
phoramidites were purchased from Cambridge Isotope
Laboratories (MA), and incorporated into a series of 16
oligonucleotides by TriLink Biotechnologies (San Diego,
CA), each containing a single 13C/15N labeled guanine. The
guanine in the linker region (G14) of the sequence was not
included in the series. AS1411, d(GGTGGTGGT
GGTTGTGGTGGTGGTGG) was also obtained, which
had been extensively HPLC purified prior to annealing
from Antisoma, UK. The complementary DNA
oligomer d(CCACCACCACCACAACCACCACCACC)
was purchased from Integrated DNA Technologies.

Methods

Preparation of samples. The purified oligonucleotides
were dissolved in a buffer containing 80mM KCl,
20mM potassium phosphate buffer (pH=7.0) at a con-
centration of 10mg/ml and allowed to dissolve over
several hours. Samples were then equilibrated for 10min
at 100�C in a water bath, followed by spontaneous cooling
to room temperature overnight (annealed samples). The
DNA was also subjected to rapid cooling by heating a
500 mM sample in the same buffer to 100�C for 10min,
followed by quenching on ice (‘quench’). The DNA
samples were then refrigerated until use.

Size exclusion chromatography. A Superdex 75 10/300
column (GE Healthcare) was installed on an ÄKTA-
FPLC with UPC-900 UV absorbance monitor and
Frac920 fraction collector (GE Healthcare) and prepared
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with a mobile phase consisting of 100mM KCl, 25mM
K2HPO4 (pH=8.0). For calibration purposes the column
was run at a flow rate of 0.10ml/min. Elution was moni-
tored at A280. The elution of proteins was calibrated using
standards of known molecular weight from MW-GF-70
and MW-GF-1000 molecular weight calibration kits
(Sigma). The void volume was determined by injection of
200 ml of 1mg/ml blue dextran in elution buffer with 5%
glycerol. For DNA separation, the flow rate was altered to
0.05ml/min. DNA was injected at 10mg/ml in up to 500 ml
aliquots. 0.2mL fractions were collected.

Analytical ultracentrifugation (AUC) and circular dichro-
ism sample preparation. Samples of purified oligonucleo-
tides were diluted in the FPLC running buffer as described
above, to the appropriate absorbance (�0.8 A260).

Electrophoresis. Samples of AS1411, AS1411-30-A and
different fractions of AS1411 in 80% sucrose and
Orange loading dye (Fermentas) were loaded in equal
amounts on 5% acrylamide gels in TBA buffer, and run
at a constant 100V/cm for 1 h. The O’RangeRuler 5 bp
DNA Ladder (Fermentas) and 20 bp PCR Low Ladder
(Sigma) were used as molecular weight markers. Gels
were stained with ethidium bromide (Sigma-Aldrich, St.
Louis) and visualized with a UV transilluminator (BioRad
ChemiDoc XRS).

NMR sample preparation and data collection. Initial NMR
samples were freshly annealed DNA samples which had
been dialyzed into fresh buffer and D2O added to 10%.
Sample concentrations varied from 100 to 1000 mM.
Samples of individual fractions were collected from the
FPLC, combined, and concentrated using microcon
YM-3 (Millipore) centrifugal concentrators. Each
fraction was then re-injected into the FPLC, and relevant
fractions were concentrated to 150–250mM. Thirty micro-
liters of D2O was added, and the samples brought to a total
volume of �330 ml with doubly deionized H2O. Due to
limited supply, individual labeled samples were run
through the FPLC only once, concentrated, 30 ml D2O
added, and then brought to a final volume of �330 ml
before loading into 5mm Shigemi NMR tubes.

CD spectroscopy. CD spectra of samples having an A260

of 0.8 were recorded on a JASCO J-820 spectropo-
larimeter at 20�C in the FPLC running buffer from 340
to 220 nm at a scan rate of 200 nm/min using a 1 cm
pathlength cuvette. The spectral band-width was set to
2 nm and data pitch to 0.2 nm. Spectra were recorded
with a response time of 2 s. Three spectra were averaged,
and the buffer baseline was subtracted. The raw CD
intensities were normalized to the oligonucleotide concen-
tration determined by absorption spectroscopy using an
absorption coefficient of 250 800M�1 cm�1.

Figure 1. Some possible quadruplex topologies for d(GGTGG
TGGTGGTTGTGGTGGTGGTGG). (A) 4-strand parallel quadruplex
comprising 104 nucleotides (not observed experimentally). (B and C)
Antiparallel dimer basket and chair quadruplexes comprising 52 nu-
cleotides (dimers were observed in the annealed mixture). (D)
monomer comprising two stacks of parallel quartets linked by TTGT
(26 nucleotides). The parallel loops contain a single thymine (not shown
for clarity). There are four such arrangements denoted by 1234, 1243,
2143 and 3412 where 1, 2, 3, 4 denote the individual quartets reading

50 to 30 in the sequence. The rotation between the central quartets can
be either positive or negative (at least seven distinguishable monomeric
species were observed experimentally). (E) monomer comprising two
stacks of antiparallel quartets linked by TTGT. There are four such
arrangements denoted by 1234, 1243, 2143 and 3412 where 1, 2, 3, 4
denote the individual quartets reading 50 to 30 in the sequence.
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CD melting. 3D CD melting curves were recorded in stop-
pered 1 cm cuvettes over the temperature range 20–90�C
using a Peltier thermoelectric temperature controller and
the oscillations around every temperature step <±1�C.
The temperature was ramped at a heating or cooling
rate of 1�C per min, and held for 1min while a CD
spectrum was recorded. The Tm was estimated from the
first derivative of the melting profile at 263 nm. Curves
were also fitted to a two-state transition with linearly
sloping baselines as previously described (37), to give the
apparent enthalpy �H (assumed independent of tempera-
ture) and the melting temperature, Tm according to:

S ¼ �u:u+�N:n ð1AÞ

�u:ut þ �N:ut expð4H=Rðð1=TÞ � ð1=TmÞÞÞ

1þ expð4H=Rðð1=TÞ � ð1=TmÞÞÞ
ð1BÞ

The baselines outside of the melting transition were
assumed to be linearly dependent on temperature accord-
ing to:

�uðTÞ ¼ �uð293Þ+bðT� 293Þ; �NðTÞ ¼ �Nð293Þ+aðT� 293Þ

ð1CÞ

where a and b are constants, su(293) and sN(293) are the
specific ellipticities at the arbitrarily chosen reference tem-
perature of 293K.
These equations refer to single melting and unfolding

transitions, which are the same if the system approaches
equilibrium at each temperature. However, slow annealing
from high temperature produced several distinguishable
states at thermal equilibrium, which do not readily inter-
convert at temperatures below 30�C, but as shown from
the reversibility of melting and cooling experiments, can
do so via the unfolded state (see ‘Results’ section).
The apparent free energy of folding was estimated

according to the relationship:

�G Tð Þ ¼ T�H
1

T
�

1

Tm

� �
ð2Þ

Non-linear regression analyses were carried out using
Kaleidagraph (Synergy Software).

Analytical ultracentrifugation. Sedimentation velocity
profiles were recorded of unfractionated and fractionated
AS1411 using a Beckman Optima XLA ultracentrifuge
equipped with absorbance optical system and An-60 Ti
rotor. All samples were dissolved in the FPLC buffer to
working concentrations resulting in 0.25, 0.5 and 1 A260 in
1 cm pathlength. Sedimentation velocity profiles were
recorded at 20�C and 50 000 rpm. Primary data were pro-
cessed using DCDT+ (38) and SedFit (39) and fit to ap-
propriate physical models. Sedimentation coefficients
showed little dependence on concentration under these
conditions. Equilibrium centrifugation provided an inde-
pendent estimate of M.
The translational friction coefficient f, was calculated

from s as:

f ¼
Mð1� ��Þ

NAs
ð3Þ

where r is the solution density, n is the partial specific
volume and NA is Avogadro’s number. A value of
0.54 g/ml was used for n (40,41) and the molecular
weight was set to the chemical value.

NMR Spectroscopy. NMR spectra were recorded using a
5mm inverse triple resonance (HCN) probe on Varian
Inova spectrometers at either 18.8 or 14.1 T, the latter
using a cold probe.

Spectra were recorded in both 90% H2O:10% D2O
(NOESY) and in 100% D2O. Spectra of AS1411-30-A in
H2O were recorded over a range of temperature from 10
to 40�C. Spectra of the molecule in D2O were recorded at
30�C. 1H{13C} HSQC spectra were recorded of annealed
oligonucleotides containing a single uniformly labeled
13C/15N nucleotide.

The kinetic stability of AS1411 was assessed by mixing
the slowly annealed G-rich strand with the complementary
C-rich strand at 150–200mM, and monitoring the decay of
imino proton resonances at 20�C, by proton NMR at
800MHz. The imino proton resonances of the quadruplex
and of the duplex are completely resolved from one
another (see ‘Results’ section). Under these conditions,
all of the quadruplex converts to duplex (30), and with a
rate constant that largely represents the unfolding
rate constant of the quadruplexes under the same condi-
tions (42).

RESULTS

The sequence d(GGTGGTGGTGGTTGTGGTGGTGGT
GG) forms a stable quadruplex

Figure 2A shows the CD spectrum of AS1411 annealed
slowly in K+ buffer, compared with the nearly identical
AS1411-30-A CD spectrum. Both samples also had the
same relative electrophoretic mobility, and appeared as a
single band, as shown in Supplementary Figure S1.

The apparent Tm values from CD melting curves under
these conditions are �338K, which is in good agreement
with expectations (43), indicating the formation of a
thermodynamically stable species (cf. Table 1). The
melting and annealing curves (Figure 2B) were analyzed
as a two-state transition as described in the ‘Materials and
Methods’ section, from which the apparent enthalpy
change was obtained, and the free energy of folding
under these buffer conditions using Equation (2). The
averaged �G(298) for the whole species was
36.8 kJmol�1. The �H (306 kJmol�1) and �G(298)
values are �30% higher than quadruplexes containing
three G-quartets (30). As expected, slow cooling from
the denatured state present at greater than 90�C was in-
dependent of the previous history of the samples, as
shown by the good agreement among independently
determined Tm and �H values for the mixture and the
fractions (and see below). Furthermore, the melting
profile of the annealed oligonucleotide was very similar
to that of the cooling profile, suggesting a reversible
process at this heating and cooling rate.

The sedimentation velocity profile, c(S) (Supplementary
Figure S2) of the mixture shows two species with
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sedimentation coefficients of 2.4 and 3.6 S at 293K. The
molecular weights were estimated as 8900±500 Da and
17600±1400 Da (Table 1). The former (major) species
has a mass close to the formula weight of a single strand
(Mr=8272), and thus is a monomer. The larger mass

corresponds to a dimer. We conclude therefore that the
oligonucleotide forms a mixture of stable monomeric and
dimeric G-quadruplexes.
The frictional ratio of the monomers (Equation 3) is

close to unity, and given that nucleic acids are typically
well hydrated (40,44,45), this suggests that the monomeric
species is highly compact, and behaves hydrodynamically
as a nearly spherical object. In contrast, the frictional ratio
of the dimer is considerably larger than unity, indicating a
higher level of hydration (more than one layer of water)
and/or a significant deviation from spherical geometry
(Table 1).

The sequence d(GGTGGTGGTGGTTGTGGTGGTGGT
GG) forms a mixture of quadruplex species

Although the biophysical data are consistent with the
presence of a monomeric quadruplex species and a
certain amount of dimer, these low-resolution techniques
do not unequivocally discriminate the several possible
folding topologies (Figure 1), and thus experimentally
generate averages. To reveal the real sample content
requires high-resolution structural techniques, such as
NMR. The 1D 1H NMR spectra of the slowly annealed
oligonucleotide and the quenched samples are shown in
Figure 2C. The frequency range of the imino proton res-
onances (10.5–12 ppm) is typical of G-quadruplex struc-
tures (26,46,47), in agreement with the biophysical data. A
large fraction of these resonances persists for extended
periods (>24 h) in pure D2O solution, implying that the
G-quartets are kinetically stable (47). However, there are
many more distinguishable features in the imino proton
region than the number of GN1H expected for a mono-
meric quadruplex (n=17), indicating that there are at
least two to three quadruplexes present in the slowly
annealed sample.

Chromatography

Figure 3 shows a chromatogram of the slowly annealed
AS1411. There are 10 peaks having different degrees of
resolution, covering a range of elution volumes of 18ml
or±40% from the mean. The first three fractions account
for two-third of the total. For comparison, a 10 kDa
protein elutes at the same volume as fraction 2. The
large retention volumes of species four and six implying
either that their size is equivalent to a mass of <1000 Da,
or that these molecules interact with the Superdex matrix.
However, the CD and sedimentation velocity profiles
show that not only are these species quadruplexes, but
also that they are monomers having a Stokes radius and
mass the same as that of the other fractions, and thus are
not breakdown products (Table 1).
Both AS1411 and the AS1411-30-A sequence migrates

on a polyacrylamide gel as a single band under these con-
ditions, with an apparent mobility of �22 bp duplex DNA
(M=13kDa) (Supplementary Figure S1). Remarkably,
all of the fractions 1–5 show a very similar mobility to
that of the parent mixture. As the fractions all have the
same frictional ratio (Table 1) this implies that the effect-
ive charge distributions are also similar. Fraction 1 is a
mixture of monomer and dimer species, and appears as a

Figure 2. Biophysical properties of AS1411 and AS1411-30-A. (A) CD
spectra of AS1411 and AS1411-30-A. (B) CD melting and annealing
curves of AS1411 in K+ buffer. Annealing was carried out as described
in the ‘Materials and Methods’ section at 263 nm. The CD data were
fitted to a two-state transition using Equation (1) as described in the
‘Materials and Methods’ section. Melting (red) Tm=341.8±0.24K,
�H=66.9±3.2 kcal/mol, cooling (blue), Tm=339.4±0.14K,
�H=72.9±2.5 kcal/mol. (C) 1D 1H NMR spectra of AS1411 and
quenched AS1411-30-A.
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poorly resolved doublet by gel electrophoresis, with a
slower band migrating at ca. 25 bp duplex DNA
(M=15kDa). Thus, electrophoresis does not necessarily
resolve multiple isomeric species; a single band is not con-
clusive evidence of a pure component.
The CD spectra (Figure 4) of fractions 1, 3, 4 and 5 have

similar shapes with extrema near 240 (� ), 260 (+), 283
(� ) and 305 (+) nm (and a third positive band below
220 nm), albeit with a 2-fold range in intensity. These
spectra are nearly isodichroic at 250 nm. These bands cor-
respond to Cotton effects in the absorption spectra, which
have a maximum at 257 nm, and a shoulder at 293 nm (not
shown). These are typical of G-quadruplex CD spectra
(36,48). Fraction 2 has a highly anomalous CD
spectrum, with extrema at 240 (+), 278 (� ) and 308
(+) nm. As we will show, this species has a substantially
different NMR spectrum from that of the other fractions.
The annealing curves for fractions 1–5 are extremely
similar as expected (Figure 4).
Fraction 1 shows a broad overlap of resonances in the

NMR spectrum (Figure 5), many in common with those of
the mixture. This species is known to be a mixture of a
monomeric and dimeric quadruplex forms (Table 1 and

Figure 4. Electronic spectroscopy and melting. (A) CD spectra of
AS1411 chromatographically resolved fractions. (B) CD annealing
curves of chromatographically resolved fractions. The CD data were
fitted to a two-state transition using Equation (1) as described in the
‘Materials and Methods’ section, at 263 nm. Fraction 1 (red)
Tm=337.9±0.14K, �H=71.2±2.4 kcal/mol, fraction 2 (blue),
Tm=337.9±0.1K, �H=76.4±1.6 kcal/mol, fraction 3 (black),
Tm=337.3±0.1K, �H=72.1±1.6 kcal/mol, fraction 4 (white)
Tm=338.4±0.14K, �H=74.4±1.5 kcal/mol and fraction 5 (green)
Tm=338.5±0.1K, �H=75.2±1.5 kcal/mol.

Table 1. Biophysical properties of the 26-mer AS1411

Fraction Fractional area Tm DHvH �G(298) S20,w f/f0
a Rh Mrb

K kJ mol�1 kJ mol�1 S Å

Slow anneal – 339.7 317±11 38.9 2.49±0.22 1.1 13.1 9100
3.56±0.09 1.22 18.3 16940

Slow melt – 341.8 280±14 35.9
1 0.29 337.9 291.9 34.5 2.31±0.094 1.02 14.1 8940

3.78±0.32 1.29 17.3 18200
2 0.2 338.2 319.3 37.9 2.35±0.032 1.04 13.9 8740
3 0.18 338.5 301.4 36.1 2.27±0.034 1.00 14.4 8883
4 0.05 337.3 310.8 36.2 2.26±0.006 1.00 14.4 9170
5 0.19 338.4 308.9 36.9 2.26±0.012 1.00 14.4 8693

Tm and �H were determined from annealing curves.
af is the translational friction coefficient [Equation (3)], f0 is the expected value for an anhydrous sphere of the same molecular weight.
bThe chemical formula weight is 8272.

Figure 3. Size exclusion chromatography of AS1411. The column was
run at 0.05ml/min as described in the ‘Materials and Methods’ section.
Numbers over each peak are the retention volume in milliliter with
F1–5 labels representing fractions 1–5.
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presented AUC data). Fractions 3 to 5 are all monomeric,
and the imino proton resonances are sharp and relatively
well resolved. Nevertheless, both fractions 3 and 5 have
roughly 30 GN1H resonances, indicating that these
species too are mixtures. The best resolved spectra are
those of fractions 2 and 4, which show a number of
GN1H resonances similar to that expected for a mono-
meric species containing 17 GN1H. Some of the GN1H in
Fraction 4, however, are broad and ill-defined, and there
are no GN2H resonances (9–10 ppm) visible, suggesting a
less stable species. In contrast the NMR spectrum of
fraction 2 is sharper, well resolved and contains 14–15
GN1H and 6 GN2H resonances, consistent with a
single, monomeric and stable G-quadruplex having four
G-quartets.

A further conformational state is accessible to this
sequence in the presence of Na+ ions, analogous to
other quadruplex-forming sequences (27,32,36). In the
presence of Na+ a different quadruplex forms, as shown
by the CD and NMR spectra (Supplementary Figure S3).
The sodium form appears to be predominantly a single,
monomeric species, which has a considerably lower
thermodynamic stability (Tm=314K at 100mM Na+)
than the potassium forms. This behavior is analogous to
the human telomeric sequences (27,32).

The chromatographic fractions clearly correspond to
different G-quadruplex species all derived from a single
oligonucleotide chain. Under slow annealing conditions
the final populations should approach the equilibrium dis-
tribution, as indicated in Table 1. The free energy differ-
ences between these species are very small, i.e. they have
very similar thermodynamic stability. Moreover, they are
kinetically very stable, as they do not interconvert on the
timescale of the chromatography experiment or for
extended periods in the NMR (days). Independent
analysis shows that only fractions 4 and 5 interconvert
over a time scale of 1 week or more at 37�C (see
Supplementary Data). At 90�C, the CD spectrum is very
weak, indicating that at this temperature the strand is es-
sentially a ‘random coil’ with little base-base stacking.
This suggests that the folding process from an unfolded
strand can be represented by the following model.

Qi , U ;Ki ¼ qi=u

Qi , Qj ;Kij¼ qj=qi¼ Kj=Ki

where Qi, Qj are different folded quadruplex species and U
is the unfolded ensemble and q, u are the concentrations of
these species.
The fractional population of any folded species is then

fi ¼
Ki

ð1þ�KiÞ
¼

Ki

�Ki
at low T ð4Þ

This was further demonstrated by NMR analysis of
AS1411-30-A in which G8 was uniformly labeled with
13C and 15N (> 98%). The 15N-edited 1D spectrum of
the unfractionated samples shows multiple GN1H reson-
ances, that represent different conformations in slow
exchange on the chemical shift time scale
(�d=0.05 ppm hence k<< 30 s�1). In contrast, fraction
2 shows a single GN1H resonance (not shown). The
1H{13C}- HSQC 2D spectrum (Figure 6) of the sample
shows several cross peaks for C8-H, and for the sugar

Figure 5. 1D 1H NMR spectra of AS1411 chromatographically
resolved fractions 1–5. Spectra were recorded at 800MHz and 20�C
as described in the ‘Materials and Methods’ section. The free induction
decays were apodized using a Gaussian function and a line broadening
exponential of 2Hz. The region shown encompasses the H-bonded
GN1H (10.5–12 ppm) and GN2H proton resonances (9–10 ppm).

Figure 6.
1H-13C HSQC spectrum of 13C-labeled AS1411-30-A. The

quadruplex sequence containing uniformly 13C/15N labeled G at
position eight was annealed as described in the ‘Materials and
Methods’ section. The 2D 1H{13C} HSQC experiment was recorded
in D2O at 30�C at 14.1T with GARP decoupling with acquisition
times of 0.15 s in t2 and 0.011 s in t1. The data tables were zerofilled
once in t2, linear predicted in t1. The regions containing the 10 and 30

C–H interactions are shown, which comprise at least seven resonances
(See Supplementary Table S1).
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protons, again due to the presence of multiple conform-
ations that are in slow exchange on the chemical shift time
scale (k << 10 s�1). As the relaxation properties and mag-
netization transfer function to be essentially the same for
each conformation, we have volume integrated the peaks
in each cluster, which were then used to estimate the
relative populations of the species present.
Figure 6 shows at least eight distinguishable states for

G8, which is comparable to the number resolved by chro-
matography. We have obtained similar results for other G
resonances, implying that the conformational heterogen-
eity extends throughout the structure (e.g. different
topologies). The eight most abundant species have mole
fractions ranging from 0.03 to 0.36, equivalent to ��G
�2.5 RT (Supplementary Table S1). The 30 region showed
12 peaks ranging in fractional intensity from 0.06 to 0.18
(��G �1.1 RT). Thus the free energy of folding of these
states spans a range of <6 kJ/mol. For comparison, the
overall free energy of folding under these conditions is of
the order 36 kJmol�1 (cf. Table 1).
We have analyzed the unfolding of the different frac-

tions using CD, as described in the ‘Materials and
Methods’ section. Fits to a two-state transition for the
melting for each fraction are shown in Figure 7, with the
derived Tm and van’t Hoff enthalpies given in Table 1.
This corresponds to an equilibrium folding experiment,
and the CD spectra maintain isodichroic points through-
out the folding profile, despite the end state being a
mixture of different species (albeit most having similarly
shaped spectra). As expected, all five fractions showed
the same thermodynamic folding parameters within
experimental error (Tm=338±0.5K, �HvH=
306.5±10.3 kJmol�1). The apparent free energy of
folding was 36.3±1.2 kJ/mol at 298K, and is in the
range of estimates for other quadruplexes of comparable
size (30,49). We note that this free energy of folding is
similar to that observed for globular proteins of the
same molecular weight (50).
The shape of the refolding curve indicates that the Tm

and �H values for each species cannot differ greatly from
one another, as this would give rise to quite different
shapes (cf. Supplementary Figure S4). This is in agreement
with the observation that the major species reach similar
populations under slow annealing conditions.
The melting and annealing profiles of the

unfractionated mixture are essentially superimposable
(cf. Figure 2B and Table 1). In contrast, the individual
fractions showed quite different annealing and melting
profiles, as expected because the isolated fractions are
not at equilibrium. Furthermore, during melting the
isolated fractions do not maintain an isodichroic point
(Supplementary Figure S5). Thus the starting point for
melting is different for each fraction, though the end
point is the same. As the temperature is raised, a given
fraction begins to unfold, and that unfolded portion will
re-equilibrate with all of the other folded forms. For
example, starting with pure fraction 2, as the temperature
is increased so that a significant amount unfolds, some will
re-equilibrate into all of the other fractions, which then
also eventually melt; the concentration of these states is
then expected first to increase and then decrease with

increasing temperature. The effect on the CD intensity
will also be determined by the specific CD intensity of
each contributing species.

Unfolding kinetics of unfractionated AS1411

The folding rate constant for intramolecular
G-quadruplexes in K+ buffers is typically fast (48),
whereas the unfolding rate constant is slow (42,51,52).
Figure 8A shows the imino proton spectrum of AS1411
at 30�C before and after adding excess complementary C
strand. Over time, the quadruplex imino proton reson-
ances decrease in intensity, with a concomitant increase
in the intensity of the duplex resonances. The complemen-
tary C-rich strand under these conditions showed no
imino proton resonances, and the non-exchangeable
protons were sharp, consistent with a flexible unstructured
oligonucleotide (data not shown). Substantial intensity of
the quadruplex forms was retained up to 20 h, and by 66 h
there was a single especially resistant species remaining
that accounts for 10–15% of the initial intensity. The
proton spectrum of the duplex form has GC:AT imino
proton intensities in the ratio 2:1, as expected from the
sequence. Figure 8B shows the time dependence of
the area of the duplex resonances (12–14 ppm) and of
the quadruplex GN1H resonances (10.2–12 ppm). The
data cannot be fitted to a single exponential, and there
are at least two classes of processes. The biexponential
fits returned rate constants of 0.0073±0.002 and
0.0016±0.0006min�1 (duplex) and 0.0043±0.0006 and
0.00038±0.0001min�1 for the quadruplex resonances.
An additional experiment carried out using a lower con-
centration of the complementary strand gave similar

Figure 7. Thermodynamics of folding and unfolding of purified frac-
tions of AS1411. Individual fractions were monitored by CD as a
function of temperature as described in the ‘Materials and Methods’
section. The monitoring wavelength was 263 nm for all fractions except
number 2, which was monitored at 277 nm (cf. Figure 2). Fraction 1
(red), fraction 2 (blue) fit to Equation (1) with Tm=339±0.2K and
�H=60±2kcal/mol, fraction 3 (black), fraction 4 (green)fit to
Equation (1) with Tm=343±0.1K and �H=70±1.4 kcal/mol and
fraction 5 (magenta).
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kinetics, suggesting that these rate constants do reflect the
unfolding of the quadruplexes. The most recalcitrant
species still present at 66 h appears to decay considerably
more slowly than this. However, warming to 50�C for 24 h
caused the complete disappearance of the quadruplex
peaks, indicating that the persistence at 30�C was kinetic
rather than thermodynamic. Furthermore, the spectrum

of this long-lived species was essentially identical to that
of isolated fraction 2, which accounted of �20% of the
peak area in Figure 3. Hence, the half-life of this
quadruplex must be of the order 66 h under these condi-
tions. This implies that the kinetic stability of the different
species varies over at least a 10-fold range. As for other
such intramolecular quadruplexes (42,51,53), the AS1411
quadruplexes are extremely kinetically stable, but not es-
pecially thermodynamically stable.

DISCUSSION

The NMR spectroscopy and chromatography conclusive-
ly demonstrate the co-existence of at least eight distin-
guishable quadruplex species under slow annealing
conditions in K+ buffer whereas in Na+ buffer, mainly
one species is formed. As the individual fractions have
essentially the same electrophoretic mobility and sedimen-
tation coefficient, it is clear that the chromatography is not
separating them based on size/shape alone, but perhaps
subtle differences in interaction with the matrix.
The annealing and melting profiles are deceptively

simple, in part because at the lower temperatures, the
folding and unfolding is not always close to equilibrium.
When cooling slowly from the strand state, the exchange
among folded forms via the unfolded state remains rapid
compared with the cooling rate at least above 40�C, which
is below the apparent melting temperature (67�C,
Table 1). Under these conditions, the distribution of
folded forms approaches the expected thermodynamic dis-
tribution. As the temperature is lowered further these
become locked-in kinetically. In contrast, individual con-
formers isolated chromatographically are no longer at
equilibrium, but exchange among conformers is very
slow. However, the equilibrium distribution should be a
mixture of several states, so that as a purified conformer
unfolds (well below the global Tm where the concentration
of the unfolded state is infinitesimal), the unfolded state
refolds into all of the other conformations, with a rela-
tively high rate constant. This renders the unfolding of
the purified conformer essentially irreversible, i.e. the
re-equilibration is determined by the unidirectional un-
folding rate constant, which is very small under these con-
ditions (see above). We have simulated the unfolding of a
purified species under certain assumptions, and compared
the kinetic unfolding curves with those expected for
a purely thermodynamic unfolding of the mixture
(Supplementary Figure S6). Such simulations can
account for the observed unfolding profiles (cf.
Figure 7), but complete quantitative analysis is not
possible with this current experimental design.
Furthermore, one of the fractions contains a contribu-

tion from a dimeric species. We have also simulated the
expected melting of a dimer in equilibrium with a
monomer via the unfolded state, as a function of concen-
tration (Supplementary Figure S7). This indicates that as
expected, the amount of the dimer present depends on
many factors including total concentration, and the
relative enthalpy differences and melting temperatures of
the dimer and monomer states.

Figure 8. Dissociation kinetics of AS1411. (A) Imino proton spectrum
of AS1411 with excess complementary strand. NMR spectra were
recorded at 30�C at 18.8T with a 3 s recycle time. The first spectrum
began recording 4min after mixing 152mM quadruplex DNA with
381mM complementary strand in 70mM KCl, 14mMK-phosphate
buffer, 7% D2O, pH=7.2. Spectra were recorded every 30min for
the first 24 h, and then every 2 h for the subsequent 18 h. A final
spectrum was recorded at 66 h. (B) Time dependence of the area of
the duplex and quadruplex GN1H resonances. The duplex and
quadruplex imino proton regions were integrated at each time point.
The data were fitted to different models using Kaleidagraph. Blue
squares (quadruplex GN1H) were fitted to the sum of two exponentials
or an exponential with a linear slope. The two exponential fit was
superior. The duplex data (red triangles) were also fit to the sum of
two exponentials or to a form of the kind a(1 – e�kt) +bt.
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Although it is well known that many G-rich oligo-
nucleotide species exist as mixtures in solution (1,26,30),
analyses of biophysical properties such as thermodynamic
stability, kinetic pathway or spectroscopic features typic-
ally ignore this complication. When multiple, non-
independent species form, the apparent two-state melting
data do not yield thermodynamic parameters that are
characteristic of an individual species, but a complex
average over the entire system. This may in part explain
the substantial discrepancies in the literature regarding
even folding enthalpies (30,49).
This study makes clear the need for separation and

high-resolution techniques such as NMR when studying
quadruplex formation, structure, and biophysical
properties. Structural and biophysical studies of
quadruplex DNA have been hindered by our lack
of ability to isolate, study, and understand the individ-
ual species that may occur in solution or in vivo.
Low resolution techniques such as gel electrophoresis,
AUC, CD, UV or even calorimetry are not always able
to distinguish between separate (isomeric) species in
mixtures of quadruplex configurations from the same
sequence.
While many NMR and crystallization studies have

yielded quadruplex structures, the relevance of these re-
sults is uncertain, especially with respect to the biologic-
ally relevant species. Every sample that has yielded
a ‘pure’ conformation for structural studies has been
the result of sequence modification. In fact it has
become a commonly accepted practice to ignore the
majority of species in solution and to focus on the
result of sequence modifications that single out a single
species (24–26,46). Furthermore crystal structures may
be the result of selective crystallization of one species
over another (21). A well known example is the crystal
structure for the human telomere resulting from a
sequence that has been shown by NMR to generate
multiple conformations in solution (24,27). Thus, the
reported crystal and NMR structures should be treated
for what they are, isolated structures from an
ensemble. This has obvious implications for designing
quadruplex binding ligands and how the targets relate
to the form(s) assayed either in vitro or in vivo. In
addition to simple factors such as ion concentration
and temperature, there are additional complexities
in vivo such as supercoiling, the G-rich sequences
are tethered at one or both ends, and the influence
of non-specific high protein concentrations, all of
which are difficult to replicate in vitro (30). Under
these circumstances, it is uncertain which conformation
of a specific sequence is the correct or biologically
relevant one.
Despite our lack of understanding of these complex

systems quadruplex DNA is rapidly becoming an extreme-
ly attractive target for clinical and nanotechnology appli-
cations and significant strides have been made towards
therapies ranging from novel anticancer drugs to new anti-
viral treatments. Thus the implications of this research for
drug discovery, nanotechnology, clinical and other appli-
cations are clear.

CONCLUSIONS

Given the remarkable structural polymorphism that a
single quadruplex-forming sequence has displayed, the
work presented here clearly shows some potential pitfalls
in using low-resolution techniques to characterize a single
quadruplex from any given sequence. Techniques such
as circular dichroism, electrophoresis, UV or CD
melting, and analytical ultracentrifugation are useful and
valuable in the analysis of quadruplex structures.
However, these individual techniques alone cannot char-
acterize a particular quadruplex fold, or more important-
ly, clearly identify the presence of more than one species.
A higher resolution technique, such as NMR, is essential
for this purpose.

We have reported a simple separation method that gives
potential access to the isolation of the individual
quadruplexes from any given sequence, notably without
any sequence modification. The sequence reported here is
not unique in its structural polymorphism and may be
more the rule than the exception.

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA

Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online.
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